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Q WORKSHOP 1 

The following five discussions were presented on the panel entitled~ 
"What Changts in Entomological Training are Needed to Meet Future Demands 
of Forest Insect Control and Research.': Dr. R. F. Anderson, Duke University, 
was fanel Moderator. 

EP.'l'OMOLOOICAL AND OTHER TRA:mING NEEDED TO MEET Tm: FUTURE DEMANm 
OF FOREST INSECT RESEARCHANDOFSU.ffVEY AND CONTROL WORK 

By 
L. w. Orr, Chief 

Division of Forest Insect Research 
Southern Forest Experiment Station 

New Orleans, Louisiana 

Forest entomologists a.re faced with increasing demands for more effective 
we,ys of preventing losEes caused by in~ects without at the same time 
creatina un..11ecessury hazards fo:~ fiah, birds, wild and domestic animals, 
and man. This is a natural deyelopment resulting from a rapidly growing 
public awareness of the importance of our forests and the multiple use 
values that are associated w1 th them. Responsibility for training people 
who are qualified for the joo ahead rests with the schools. A brief 
discussion of some of the current and probable future trends in forest 
entomology research, surveys., and control may serve to illustrate the 
breadth and depth of training that must be provided. 

There seems to be general agree~ent as to the need for increased emphasis 
on basic research. At present, this emphasis is stimulated by the public 
clamor for we;ys of controlling pests without the exten~ive use of insecti
cides. Forest entomologists have long recognized the desirability of 
using silvicultural and biological methods of preventing or controlling 
insect outbreaks but have never had the staffing and fecilities needed for 
en effective research proJram. 'llle recent publicity concerning real and 
imagined hazards associated with the use of pesticides me;y thus prove to 
be a blessing in disguise. This is evidenced by the marked change that 
is taking place in the work programs of most research units end by 
provision of fUnds for new., modern laboratories and equipment that will 
permit itensification of basic research. The problem now is largely one 
of finding people who are capable of making effective use of our new 
facilities. 

Examples of lines of work that a.re either new, or that should be greatly 
strengthened include the following: 

1. Taxonomic studies to identify and work out the relationships between 
species., basic to all other biological. studies. 

2. Studies of tlle life histories., habits, and ecological requirements 
of important species. 
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3. Accumu1ation and presentation of mortality and survival data in 
life tables for individual species. 

4. Development of mass rearing techniques, to provide materiel for 
other stud:.es. 

5. Use of native and introduced paral!li tes and predators. 

6. Identification and use of disease organisms. 

7. Integration of chemical, biological, and microbial control. 

8. Insect physiology, including nutrition, growth hormones, resistance 
to diseases and insecticides, production of sex attractants, variations in 
fecundity, host preference, etc. 

9. Silviculturel and management practices, including species composition, 
stand density, site-species relationship~, water relations, and tree vigor 
as they affect tree and stand suscepti~ility to insect damage. 

10. Tree physiology, inc].ucing such factors as oleoresin pressure and 
composition, changes in nutr:1.tive value of tissues, and production of 
toxic, repellent, or attrac·c;iv-e substances. 

11. Development of resistant strains or varitties of trees by selection 
and breeding; identification of the nature of resistance. 

12. Development and use of systeric insecticides, attractants, 
radioisotopes, chemosterilants, and antimetabolites. 

13. Development and use of insect.icides that are more selective in 
action and less toxic to oth-;r animal:3. 

14. Development of better su"t"Ve~ technigues for estimating current 
losses and determining populatlon trends. 

15. Improvement of criteria for evaluating the need for direct control 
measures, including anal.ysis of econcmic as well as biological factors. 

16. Improvement of equipment for applying insecticides, insect pathogens, 
or other materials used in inoect control. 

It is thus apparent that forest en::;nmology, like all other profess:f.ons, 
is rapidly beccming n:ore hignJ.y r,p,~ c--talized. This trend is the rer;1ult 
of need for greater d·.?tail in ou::.· k;.1:)Wlc:d6 e of :!.nsect biology, ecology, 
and control. It ci.oes not, h')~1ever, ilII'Jly any lesseni:1g of the ve.lue of 
broad basic treining in undergrad.ua:;;e cm1ries i;·1 zoology, botany, chemistry, 
mathematics, w.1J. othe:~· scienc('S• This basic t:~·a-;ni!'g Rhould provide a 
general kn .. mlt:C:~2;e of t~1e whole fitJ.rl of biol:")t/ F..nd of the processes of 
thought and eXJ.,erimettation by means of which o:!ientific knowledge is 
advanced. 
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Specialization should not occur too early in a student's training because 
it is likely to result in a narrow vie·wpoint and lack of ability to 
understand and appreciate the objectives and interests of coworkers. It 
should seld,,m begin before the senior year. This means that only a 
relatively s:11all amount of specialized training is received in obtaining 
an M. s. deg.t'ee. Modern requirements in most fields of research are such 
that only those who have continued on to the Ph.D. level are likely to 
be qualified to do highly technical work. This is not to srey that only 
Ph. D. •s are capable of doing p1·oductive research. It does mean that a 
prospective employee who has received the Ph. n. degree from a school 
that maintains high standards is likely to be well informed of the latest 
theories and techniques in his field of specialization. 

The above statements should not be interpreted as implying that those of 
us who do not have the advantage of advanced degrees are incapable of doing 
excellent research. Many good researchers are largely self-trained and 
have demonstrated that inherent ability, curiosity, initiative, and 
perseverance mey offset the lack of for~al. education. 

Until recently, most of the people ezn:,loyed in forest entomology were 
graduates of forestry schools. Forestry training is still an excellent 
background for much of' the wurk to be done, but we are also finding a 
need for people who are highly trained in other fields such as insect 
and plant physiology, soils, bioclimatology, chemistry, genetics, radiology, 
acarology, and insect patholOfs-Y• May people trained in these disciplines 
will not have training in forestry. Under the present and probable future 
policy of grouping researchers at well equipped laboratories., this lack of 
forestry training will not be impo:-tant because there ·will be opportunity 
for association and exchange of ideas with foresters when needed. 

The specific subjects taught in ot.::- achocJ.s are less important than the 
wrey in which they are teught. Com:i>eB t:1at require the me:norizing of a 
lot of' detailed facts about taxonow:.;.~ cha.racte=s, life histories, or 
economic losses have little value ·,;.::less the student is stimulated to 
think about the principl..?s and intf:!rrelationships that are illustrated 
by these facts. 

More attention should be given in college courses to training in writing 
and verbally eXpressing results and ideas. Too many college graduates 
are woefully inadequate in their ability to prepare study plans, reports, 
and manuscripts, or even to spell ~ords commonly used in their chosen 
profession. The basic fau1t obviously rests with the grade and high 
schools, but this does not re:i.i~ve our colleges and univereities of 
responsibility for quality of the final product. 
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Employers generaJ.ly realize that they are hiring raw material, but they 
expect new employees to have a solid bacltground of basic training. Such 
training will enable new men to quickly learn the practical. aspects of 
a problem end begin to plan ways of contributing to the program to which 
they are assigned. It is obvious that training must not end with granting 
of a diploma, whether at the B. s. or Ph.D. level. Modern science is 
moving so fast that a researcher 10 a~ l.e:rt behind un.1.ess he· is vUJ.ing 
to continually read and study new developments in his O\m and related 
fields~ This points . up the urgency for employers to provide opportunities 
for their personnel to attebd sciance meetings and short courses as often 
as possible L Those who will benefit by advanced training should be 
encouraged to return to school whenever possible. And oldsters, like 
myself, who are too old to learn new tricks, shouid be turned out to 
pasture. 

TRAINING NEEDS TO MEET FUTURE DEMANDS IN INSECT RESEARCH 

By 
R. J. Kewal, Chief 

Division of Forest Insect Research 
Southeastern Forest Experiment Station 

Asheville, North Carolina 

1. Training needs for the present day entomologist in forest insect 
research have changed considerably in recent years. 

2. Training needs will continue to change as we more clearly see what 
knowledge is needed to answer questions about life processes, environ
mental. relationships, population behavior, and ultimately control of 
forest insects. 

3. All of our men will need a thoro11gh training in the fundamentals of 
entomology. 

4. Most of our men will need a moderate amount of training in forest 
biology, that is, tree physiology, forest ecology, forest soils. 

5. These same men will need thorough training in insect and animal 
ecology; also moderate specialized training in insect physiology, biologicA.1 
control factors, chemistry, b:J.ocbemistry, toxicology, and genetics so they 
can understand, appreciate, end recognize the influence of these disciplines 
in their research. 

6. Some of our men will need, in addition to fundamentals of entomology, 
advanced training in inaect p~ysiolcgy, ch~lllis~l'Y and biochemistry, 
toxicology, and genetics. Th<.::.3e will be our. spacieJ.ists. 

7. Training in st~tistics, especiitl.ly design of experiments, is essential. 

8. Le.st, but of equal 1:-worta'lce, is the need for good training in 
communication: 51?~ak'.ne and wrl ti1;6• ( Good j_ 11 .,.,_1a.e:=-1Ined because the 
scholastic recor6.s of ma;!:, ~f our ;1en sh1.J\:· a "!,:m:e3ter of speech and/or 
writing--but few are able to commw:icate 1-re.·11.) 
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WHAT CHANGES IN EN'l"OMOLOGICAL TRAINING ARE NmmEb 
'ro MEET FUTURE DEMANts FOR FOREST nrSECT CONTROL AND BESEARCH 

By 
H.J. Green, Pest Control Forester 

North Carolina Division of Forestry 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

This workshop has been given the name of "What Changes in Entomological 
Training Are Needed to Meet Future Demands for Forest Insect Control end 
Research." I feel that I need to make several qualifying statements 
before going into this topic. I, of course, represent the North Carolina 
Division of Forestry as an organization. All of my professional experience 
has been with this one organization. We are, by legislation, concerned 
only with control aspects. Therefore, I feel that I should limit my 
remarks to control aspects and not to research. 

The second gua1ifying statement is that nry remarks will apply to the 
training of forestry stu~ents rather than to entomology students. We., as 
an organization, now have empl::,yed approximately 80 foresters. These 
are the men, rather than entomologista., who have to get entomology across 
to the private lando'W?lers in North Car()J6aa. 

The third qualifying statement that I would like to make is that the title 
infers that changes need to be made in the present training that is being 
done. It has now been 15 years since I personally studied entomology in 
school, and I have not been cl.osely related to a1'lY of the programs of the 
different forestry schools. Therefore, I feel that I need present 
"training needs" as I see them rather than needed changes. 

The next qualifying statement that I wou.1.d like to make is that I realize 
there are strict time limitations on e.11 training given in the universities. 
It would certainly be desirable fo~ ~very forester to also have a degree 
in entomology but, of course, these ~imitations prohibit this. The needs 
that I am going to give are, I feel., the most urgent ones and woul.d 
involve one 4 or 5 hour course in entomology. I also feel that equal 
time shoul.d not be given ea.ch of the different needs but the first two 
presented should be given more weight than the others. However, before 
going into these needs, there is one other point that I would like to make. 
Foresters as a whole have one prims.ry objective, i. e • ., to manage lend 
for timber produc·tion. There ere several hazards involved in this manage
ment. The better knmm of the1:1e a.re forest fires, forest insects and 
forest diseases. Only within the last 10 years has any real emphasis 
been placed on the scientific approrv,"!h towards eliminating these hazards• 
This effort is still extremely week in many cases. Without proper protection 
fron these forces, nothing can be accomplished through land management. 
Certainly it is evideut ·t,hat w-=: all need to wo:r.k towards a more scientific 
approach to eli:cl . .'..l.: ... tir..g these hazards and enab>.J.:i~ t ~1e forester to integrate 
this entomclogi c u.1. tra.!ning in-co h.i. s overall !ll·:.'::.azemF!nt ob Jecti ve. 

The training needs previously refe1·red to are .i.s follows: 
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I • BASIC EN'.OOUO!iOGY 

This pnrt of the course would be considered introduction to entomology. 
It would 1:aclude basic principles such as classification, morphology, 
ecology, pc,-pulat:ion dynamics end other related topics. This is in a sense 
eve:::-ything that was taught when I took entOlilology 15 years ago but I feel 
that the t:i:me could be reduced if much lass stress we1·e placed on insect 
classification. 

II. RECOGNJ.TION OF S'YMP'IOMS .AND IDENTIFICATION OF INSECTS RESPONSIBLE 

This need, I feel., would be the "heart" of the course and should be 
stressed in the laboratory, on field trips and during summer camps. To 
me, a col}.cc·liion of damaged f orest-tr~e specimans showing typica1 symptoms 
\11th the identification of the insect caucing such damage would be of more 
importance than would a collection of insects most of which might not be 
related to forestry at a11. 

The study of these insects by grouping related types of damage would be 
1dea1. Dr. Anderson, in his recent book FOREST AND SHADE TREE EN'l'OK>LOGY., 
has done thi a quite admirably. 

III. DETECTION 

Under this need I feel that first emphasis should be placed on the 
value of surveillance. T"ne forester, ae he goes about his regular work, 
is perhaps the only person and certainly the one in the best position to 
discover insect problema. If he has been impressed with the va1ue of 
surveillance and has lt1arned how to recognize symptoms of insect attack, 
he is as va1uable in insect control as is the lookout tower in fire control, 

Survey., both aerial and ground., is the moflt obvious method of detection. 
The use, va1ue and objective of ae.;. .. j_ a.l surveys should be covered thoroughly. 
Especially in connection with thisJ the proper use of maps, aeria1 photo
graphs and charts shouJ.d be cc.1s5.dered. The type of information which 
could best be obtained through ground su.."Vey should be considered. For 
example: egg surveys to predict future populations are oftentimes quite 
important. 

IV. CONTROL 

The first thought one usu8.lly has when considering insect control is 
the use of insecticides. Proba"bly here is where the average :forester has 
more misinformation than anywhare ~.-i. se concerning pest control. Training 
,r,hould emphasize the :point that cb.eI!1icals are the last, rather than the 
first, approach to co:nt.1·01. 
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Training should be given in the general usage of insecticides for different 
groups of insects. For example: the use of DDT by aerial application for 
defoliators; BHC for bark beetles, malathion for aphids, etc. The type of 
insecticide available on the open market, and the formulation needed for 
certain ins,.~cts, and types of application should be considered. Certainly 
the mixing and application of insecticides is a problem that all. foresters 
have to t' ace even·tually if it be only for an individual tree. 

The theory of biological control should be gone into in some deteil. Also, 
examples of this approach to control should be given. Finally, the economics 
of control should be considered, especially as applied to the use of 
insecticides. 

V. PREV'EIIW.ON AS RELATED ro PROPER MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

The primary job of every forester,as stated in the beginning, is to 
act as land manager. He, of course, hopes to have no losses from fire, 
diseases and insects, or any of the other hazards of timber production. 
The easiest and most efficient way to do this is by reaching the ultimate 
in forest management. The pro.9-~r tie-in in entomology to these silVicultural 
practices as they fit into the over-a1l management plan should be a primary 
objective in entomologica1 training. Here, of course, logging methods, 
site conditions, timber species, and many other factors would al.l have to 
be considered as they are influenced by forest insects. 

After considering these five needs of basic entomology, symptom recognition, 
detection, control and prevention, I wonder whether or not more than one 
course in entomology is needed. As I have stated before, I feel that the 
key to these five needs, when presented as a course in entomology, would 
be the proper emphasis placed on each individual need. In my opinion, 
the most important of these needs i~ basic entomology,and symptom recognition 
with identification of the re~Eonsiole insect. 

I hope that each of you ·will realize that I am not a profess1ona1 educator, 
and that my remarks have been n.ade primarily as I see this topic as an 
employee of the North Ca.r-olina. Division of Forestry. 
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WHAT CHANGES IN EN'l'OMiLOGICAL TRAINING ARE NEEDED 
TO MEET FU:I'URE DEMANDS FOR FOREST INSECT CONTROL AND RESEAHCH? 

If we can assume: 

By 
Caleb L. Morris 

Virginie. Division of Forestry 
Charlottesville:, Virginia 

1. Insect outbreaks are not a matter of chance but are made possible by 
combinations of favorable climatic:, edaphic and biotic effects. 

2. That it is possible to develop methods to predict accurately increases 
of insect populations prior to outbreak periods. 

3. Prevention of insect damage rather then merely control remains the 
ultimate objective. 

Then we need: First:, intensified effort to develop suitable:, accurate 
survey methods. 

Solution: More training in the development and application of sampling 
methods, Additional training in practical statistics applicable to 
biological. studies is mandatory. 

Granted that a thorough knowledge of the biology and ecological. relationships 
of a particular pest is desirable, for many pests relia.l:ile sampling methods 
.£!!! be developed without waiting for such detailed information. 

Second., in spite of the excel)t-i ons mantioned in the preceding statement 
there must be continuing emphe.i:::is on long-term studies of forest pests-
through periods of low and high pop·i!.ations. In both Canada and the 
United States this need has been recognized and is currently being 
implemented. 

The well-known Canadian entomologist, Balch, has said that insect control 
is essentially a matter of population dynamics. These long-term studies 
will better enable us to understand the population dynamics of our important 
forest pests. 

Because such studies involve a number of interrelated disciplines, there 
is a natural. tendency to develop specialists in rather narrow fields of 
endeavor. 

Edward Cliff, Chief of u.s.F.s., sta·i;ed recently that:, "the u.s.F.s. nov 
uses 70 distinctly different classifications of professional jobs {in 
forestry)"." T!1ere is " ••• en incr~asing need fo~ hl.ghly speciel.ized 
men in narrow f:ie~.:ls of interer-Jt ••• yet skil1(;9 wen to guide and synthesi~ 
the many inter:c.!.ationships associated 'Wit~ tat: .t'crest co5>lex are vi t@l 
necessary.' 

The emphasis on a broader background in the fo:---e13t.ry cu."Ticulum was voiced 
by Sam Dana and E9.rl Johnson i11 a re,.!ent a..'t'ticJ.e in JOURNAL OF FORESTRY on 
forestry education. They said: 
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"Foresters 1n the United States face increasingly rigorous demands on 
their professional. ability." 

"The forest is a complex orgenism--a community." And they go on to 
emphasize t 1.1a interrelationship end interdependence of the various components 
(both organ.ic and inorganic). 

An understanding of bow a change in one component changes the others 
requires a well-rounded knowledge of the "biological., physical. end earth 
sciences." 

Dana and Johnson recommend a strengthening throughout the educationa1 
program in forestry. "The forester of tomorro'\f must be more firmly 
grounded in the basic and 8.IJPlied biological., physical., and social sciences 
and the humanities." 

Keeping in mind that the authors considered graduate schools in their 
analysis., cannot we assume that greduate entomologists would benefit from 
e. broader training base in the first 4 years in college? 

Look closely at the recently adopted objective for all National. Forest 
management: Timber productio~ must now "syncromesh" smoothly '\Ii th demand 
for watershed protection, wildlife and recreation. Won't you agree that 
to successfully carry out this task, managers wlth a well-grounded 
be.ck.ground in all fields are called for? 

Direct measures of insect control have now become feasible in many cases. 
To determine whether control is fea~ible or desirable often calls for a 
decision based on meage:: data, hurriedly gathered. Realizing that this 
is not the most desirab:e of situations, it points u;p the fact that we 
are in need of (1) exp9rienced pers•Jnnel, or (2) reliable background 
information on the pest which inexperienced personnel can draw upon to 
make accurate evaluations. 

The u.s. Forest Service has chosan to call these studies nbiological 
evsJ.uations. 11 Ce.:.-i you see the im;plications here? The entomologist is 
often expected to make a 3-d~ field study of the pest--involving all 
aspects of its biology--u;pon which con~rol decisions m~ be based. 

Stark, in en article in the JOURNAL OF FORESTRY in 1961,states that one 
of the most important needs of i:uproving biological evaluations is "more 
research to develop more refined methods of sampling and damage assessment 
for more forest insects." Sta.r.k goes on to stress a point I mentioned 
earlier: "Basic knowledge on destru.c:ti ve insects that are currently 
1benign I in their atti tudas m·~r;t be e,&the.red before the outbreaks occur 
to determine the contrc~J.ing factors. Conversely, the biological. evaluation 
should be carried tbroug.b to 1-i;s lcgical. conclv.sion to include study of the 
insect after 1 ts peak population has been reached." 
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Third, forest entomologists have long been told that silviculture 
offered the only economical method available for long-term control of 
forest insects. 'l.1he era ot "silvicultural. control only" is past. In 
many cases it has failed to provide us the answers we have been seeking-
and understf'ride.bly so. Nonetheless, the long-term implications of changes 
in patterns of forest managemc:1nt practices must be considered., since such 
changes can encoU1·age 01• discourage various forest insect pests. 

A good grounding in forest management practices is obviously desirable. 

FinalJ.1, the economics of both long and short-term forest insect control 
must be documented. I have long felt strongly that the practicality of' 
any partic1.tla.r forest management practice must be substantiated by dollar 
and cents figures. Certainly if "prevention" is to become an ultimate 
objective in forest pest control, we must be able to substantiate our 
recommendations in the same "dollar and cents" figures. 

In conclusion, then, from the point of view of "State" entomology, I 
present a 11pitch" for increased educational. emphasis on the three "E's": 

1. Ecolosz--tor a better understanding of the relationships of the insect 
with his environment. 

2. Economics--pest control, like other forestry practices, must be rooted 
securely in the soil of practicality. 

3. Education--meaning a broader-baaed education, whether obtained in 
basic study, or acquired afterwards by special study. 

EN'roMOLOClIC.AL ~ING J\1EEUED 'IO MEET DEMAIIDS 
o~·-THE I.1\11)00'£.~ FCB:TI8TER 

(Suma.:i."Y of a brief diacusiion) 

Bv ., 
Riche...-d R. Mason, Entomologist 

Bowaters South.arn Paper Corporation 
Calhoun., Tennessee 

At the present time there are no full time· forest entomologlsts employed 
by the forest industries in the Southeast. The current economic status 
of the pulp and paper industry in general has forced msny companies 
actually to redu~e the size of their forestry organizations. The result 
has been that few companies -are able to justify the enq,loyment of a 
specialist on their staff un::.eas it iu concerned with a p!!rticule.rly 
serious problem of high :Priority. 
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Graduate foresters who are normally employed by industry for general 
administrative positions are expected to be broad in their training and 
possess the skills to handle a multitude o:t' jobs of which entomology~ 
be only one small part. A single solid course in torest entomology which 
emphasizes the basic principles of class:l.i'ication, identification, popu:. . 
lations, sr:..~.'Veys and direct and indirect ccntrol, should, in most cases, 
satisfy the needs of thie average fores·te::".' :planning to work for private 
industry. For students :particularly intert1sted in insects, en additional. 
course at the undergrad;1ate level in general entomology or advanced forest 
entomology ma.y be desirnble. 

The industrial. forester who is employed for a eta.ff or research position 
in some sp~·~ial.ized cape.city usually has fewer administrative responsibilities 
and~ e:xpect to be more technically trained in one or more specialized 
fields than the adminis·~rative forester. This position, for example., may 
call fore. men special.ized not only in forest entomology., but al.so somewhat 
familiar with forest diseases, animal. damage, tree physiology and general 
methods of experimental design. Such a job would require considerably 
more advanced trS::.ning at the graduate le;.-el then is needed by the general 
administrative fo:rester.. A foi·ester iil this position who is particularly 
interested in forest entomology may find many opportunities to carry on 
practical. studies in entomology in addition to his other investigative 
work. He should not be disconraged if he is not able to work with insect 
problems exclusively. In many ways such a position offers an unusual 
challenge as it allows one to become familiar with the other aspects of 
forest management end perhaps have a better view of forest entomology in 
its proper p~rspective. 

Graduate training in forest entomology which emphasizes the broad approach 
by al.so including such courses as population ecology, experimental design 
and statistics., tree physiology and forest soils, will provide en excellent 
background for a forester enga1ed in investigative work with private 
industry. If' more industrial :t'orerf•.:;era in s-taff' or research positions 
were trained along these versatile .lines where their usefulness to the 
company cou1d be demonstrated in m"'~'OY ways, we mey actually find that 
industry would ultimately contribute much more in the way of forest insect 
research than it does today. 
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WORKSHOP 2 

THE ECOLOGY AND BEHAVIOR OF BARK BEETLES 

Chairman: WiW.am H. Bennett, Project Leader 
Forest Insect Research 
Southern Forest Experiment Station 
Alexandria, Louisiana 

RAmFALL .AND TEXAS Ot,mmEAKS OF SOUTHERN PINE BEETLE 
(D!lmBOC'mNUS FRONT.ALIS ZDM.) 

By 
Edwin W. King 

Department of Entanology, Clemson College 
Clemson, South Carolina 

Preliminary comparisons of the epidemic years and non-epidemic years 
for seven recorded outbreaks of D. frontal.is in Southeast Texas have been 
completed as part of a cooperative study on weather and southern pine beetle!. 
Rainfall data for Beaumont, Houston, Nacogdoches, these three localities 
together, and Liberty, have been grouped by months, by seasons, by January 
and February together, and by fall and winter together, from 1917-1962. 
There appears to be a definite tendency for epidemics in this region to 
follow a high fall-plus winter combined rainfall. There is also indication 
that high rainfall in January or February or both is a condition favorable 
to an outbreak the foUOWing sumner. There 1s little indication that 
epidemic years or the years immediately preceding them are marked signifi• 
cantly by lower rainfalls. 'l'hese analyses will be continued for other 
southeastern areas. 

POPULATION STUDDB OF THE SOUTHERN PINE BEETLE 
= IN EAST TEXAS 1960-196~ 

By 
Robert C. Thatcher 

Forest Insect Laboratory 
Alexandria, Louisiana 

Systematic sampling ot southern pine beetle populations in the 16-county 
epidemic area in east Texas has revealed that attack behavior and brcod 
survival very seasonally. Attacks occur on the lower 2/3 to 3/4 of the 
stem during the colder months of November through March. fllerea:f'ter, 
the attack zone shifts downward. In July and August, only the basel 
20-30 feet is occupied. 

Southern pine beetle brood survival is highest during the winter and 
spring months and declines to a low level during the hotter months of 
July through September. 
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Several species of parasites end predators associated with cambium-phloem 
food competitors are important control factors during the summer months. 
Natural enemies and competitors are relatively unimportant during the 
winter. 

These findings help explain seasonal fluctuations in beetle populations 
end new infestation development. 1Tney suggest that winter control 
operations are essentia.t if spring population activity is to be held 
within reasonable limits. 

DIFFICULTIES IN SAMPLING SOUTHERN PINE BEETLE POPULATIONS 

By 
John C. Dixon 

Forestry Sciences Laboratory 
Southeastern Forest Experiment Station 

Athens, Georgia 

Sampling methods developed for predicting population trends for 
Dendroctonus engelm.anni and~· ponderosae were discussed. 

Difficulties were encountered in applying similar tecbm.que to southern 
pine beetle population sampling due to the following factors: 

l. It is impractical to sample a many-generation species more then once 
during each generation. 

2. High densities of southern pine beetle broods. 

3. Shifting attack patterns of the southern pine beetle make it difficult 
to select a standardized sampling location. 

4. The sporadic manner in which the southern pine beetle attacks trees. 
(It mey attack nearby trees or move some distance before initiating attack.) 

The possibility of applying "key factor anel.ysis" to predicting trends 
was discussed. 
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S'roDIES ON THE !LIGHT BEP..AVIOR 
OF SOUT11ERN BARK BEETIBS TO ATxRACTAflTS 

By 
Robert Gara 

Boyce 'l'hom,pson Institute 
Beaumont, Texas 

Dendroctonus frontalis, Ips avulsus, !• grandicollis, end!• calligraphus 
were attracted in large numbers to pine sections recently infested by the 
respective species. In the absence of material freshly infested by their 
own species., all three Ips species responded to logs infested with 
D. frontal.is. D. terebrans, various scolytids of minor importance, the 
clerid and ostomid predators and various Oerambycidae were found to respond 
to infested and uninfested log sections as well as to various resinous 
compounds. 

Ips grandicollis exhibited a consistent evening response pattern that was 
only slightly weather dependent. D. fronca.lis and I. e.vulsus., on clear 
deys., had e. less rhythmic diurnal reeponse pattern with the most dense 
flight in mid-morning and evenii1g. The diurnal flight pattern of these 
two species seemed to be influ€.aced by weather conditions. Ips cel.ligraphus 
possessed an erratic reRponse ~attern that apparently fluctuated with the 
local weather. Response flights of terebrans were synchronized with climatic 
changes of the progressing season as well as w1 th prevailing weather 
conditions. 

With the use of attractants the?'e was evidence that D. frontalis 
populations could be usbered t'ri:>m o:1e area to another, depending on the 
intensity and location of attractiye sources. 

RESPONSES OF THE SOUTHEP.N PD:iE BEETLE ro CERTAIN STIMULI 

By 
Ching H. Tsao 

Univers~ty of Georgia 
Athens, Georgia 

1. Adult southern pine beetles were attracted to light. They appeared 
at the windows in the laboratory, and were caught in the ultraviolet 
light trap. There were flight activities during both day and night 1n 
the laboratory. 

2. The beetles showed positive photo~axis end negative geotax1s. 

3. Beetles showed avoil'.ance of hi§;li surface temperatures from 29 to 39°c. 
and low tempers.t,ll'~B frc::n 21 to 25 C. Hcr:\~vcr., ,ih~ ·~he insects were 
allowed to move 'lccut on a temperat,.ire gr:34..i,::mt t:i:-ey for 5 minutes, a. 
majority were fo·;.nd. at lower temperatures ranging from 14 to 25°c. 1 but 
they appeai·ed sluggish. 
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4. The beetles were somewhat attracted to chloroform extract of inner· 
bark from infested trees, but not to that from uninfested material. 

Leonce Cambre., Insect and Disease Branch, Division of State and Private 
Forestry., u.s. Fol·est Service., Me.con., Georgia.., recorded highlights of 
the discussions end presented them in summary form at a later session. 

WORKSHOP 3 -==== 
ECOLOGY AMD BEHAVICR OF TIP M)'.m 

By 
Harry o. Yates, III 

Forestry Sciences Laboratory 
Southeastern Forest Experiment Station 

Athens., Georgia 

Studies during the past year have been on the behavior of the larvae., 
growth end morphological charac:teristics of the attacked trees., crystal
lization of oleoresin, and fjnaJ.ly a quantitative and qualitative study 
of the constituent making up pine oleoresin. 

This year's work ha.a supported previous observations that the larvae 
do considerable migration during the early insters. Individua1 larvae 
have been observed in the manner in which they cope with pine oleoresin 
exuding from lesions prl)duced by the feeding imm.:.i.ture forms. The glll'Il?Dy 
oleoresin is actually ttiken into the mouth with the aid. of the mandibles 
and then deposited on previous:cy produced webs on the o~tside of the 
shoots. 

Measurements of the number and diarteter of resin ducts in growing shoots 
has revealed that slash and longleaf pines have more ducts of a larger 
diameter than in shortleaf and lobJ.olly pines. Amount of resin produced 
from several shoots of the former two pines was greater. 

Oleoresin from shortlea.f and loblolly pines rapidly crystallize under 
certain conditions. This is not true of slash pine. A study of this 
crystallization phenanena revealed that as crystallization occurs there 
is a loss of weight. This a:pp~ars to be due to loss of volatile terpenes. 
Such crystallization is relateo. to the ability of larvae to successtully 
attack and injure growing shoots. 

The makeup of pine oleoresin is being studied to determine what acc0tmts 
tor this differential rate of crysta:.i.lization between slash pine and 
shortleaf and loblolly pines. 
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INFESTATION LEVEIB OF RHYACICNT.A BUOLIANA AND R. FRUSTRANA 
IN RELATION TO CERT.Alli ECOLOGICAL FACTORS 

By 
H. M. Kultnen 

Departments of Entomology end 
Forestry and Wildlife 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
Blacksburg, Virginia 

Studies of the Eu.""Opeen pine shoot moth, Rhyacionia buoliana Schiff., 
on red pine near Oakland, Maryland, revealed that, prior to crown closure 
(4 foot trees), the average percentage of buds infested was 85, 50, and 25 
on the top, middle, and bcttom thirds of the trees, respectively. When 
the lower branches were closed (7 foot trees) the average percentage of 
infested tips was 4o, 15, and 10. 

Results of studies on the Nantucket pine tip moth, Rhyacionia frustrana, 
on loblolly pine in Brunswick County, Virg~.nia, are °shown below: 

:Percent of tips infested . 
Top :: Micill.e . Bottom . 

Plantations (6 1 tall trees at a.bout 6 x 8 
spacing) 

Old fields ( 6' tall trees at about 6 x 8 
spacing) 

Old fields (6 1 to 15' tall trees at a.bout 
6 x 8 spacing, data taken on o' tal.l. 
trees only) 

Dense ( 6' tall trees at about 3 x 3 spacing) 

Light overstory (6• trees at variable 
spacing under a light overstory) 

49 

37 

32 

30 

10 

34 

23 

16 

15 

3 

15 

o.8 

0.5 

0.2 

These are first generation figures on 1,250 trees distributed in 50 stands. 
The higher level of infestation on planted trees is difficult to explain 
in that these stands were similar in most other respects to the first 
old field category. 

In both studies., preliminary examinati.on revealed that the changes in 
percentage of infestation were only poorly correlated with changes in 
total number of uhoots or shoots per cluster for each one-third of the tree. 

Data will be tu.:~=i on these trees for all e:e11er,.1.:;i::>ns for 2 years. 
Collections a.re nlso being made of ~arvae tor pa.ra.::1ite studies in eJ.l stand 
categories. 
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P:n:B TIP MOTH INVEST!GATIONS IN ALABAMA 

By 

A. Insect Parasitism. 

L •. t, Hyche 
Auburn University 
Auburn, Alabama 

Insect parasitism studies conducted in Alabama during the period 
1959-63 have resutted in the collection end identification of 17 species 
of' parasites of pine tip moth. These parasitic species represent two 
orders end nine families. The major species enco...ntered were: 
Lixophaga mediocris Ald. (Diptera: Tachitio.ae), Eurytonia pini Bugbee 
(Hymenoptera: Eurytomida.e), and Hyssop·11s rhyacioniae Gahan (Hymenoptera: 
Eu1oph1da.e). The tachinid f'ly, L. mediocris, has been, by far, the most 
com:non parasite collected. The number of' specimens of this species 
collected in any one sea.son has often been greater than the total number 
of specimens of all other parasi tee encmm:tered. 

B. Fungi Aseocia:ted with Tip M~ 

In preliminary investigations, a total of 27 different species of 
fungi was found associated with inmature forms of tip moth. Twelve 
species were isolated from larvae classified as normal; eight from larvae 
classified as abnormal; and sJ.x species were found in association with 
both abnormal. and apparently normal. larvae. Eight of the species 
isolated from normal and abnormal larvae were e.l::io found. in isolations 
from pupae. Only one species of :fungus was isolated frcm pupal forms 
alone and this was from apparently normal pupae. 

According to literature on insect p~+,hology, most of the genera of fungi 
isolated in this work cor.tain sper.:.~s known to be parasitic on various 
insects; however, the status of these species as possible pathogens of 
pine tip moth is yet unknown. 

ECOLOGY AND BEHAVIOR OF THE NANTUCKET PINE TIP M)TH 

By 
Richard C. Fox, Associate Entomologist 

Department of Entomology and Zoology 
CJ.e1nson College 

Clemson, South Carolina 

These studies were initiated in 1961 at Clemson College and are continuing. 
Much of the data herein was g~thered by Neil II. Anderson, and can be found 
in en unpublished thesis in the Clemson College J.i'bra-7. 

Dyar' s ena!.ysi s ;'12.a revealed five l:3.rval stscu.6. ':~. th larval development 
lasting for e.ppr-;:;dmat~J..y 5 wee.ks i!l the Piedml)({; region of South Carolina. 
In this same geov:-a:;>ldi! locatio:::i., tr ... -ee co.-rrplet~ geneI'c"itions occur with 
adu1t insects emei-ging i~ mid--April, mi.d-J,'.D~, i:;.,::i. mid-August. Approxi
mately 8 weeks is required to compl-?.·i.e on-s ren1::!"f~tion. 
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The adult sex ratio.was found to closely approximate 0.33, or two males 
to one female. By dissection of females, it was found that an average 
female cents.ins no less than 150 potential eggs. When the adults emerge 
fran the pt"!)al skin, they excrete the contents of their hind gut and then 
remain motionless to expand their bodies and wings. They a.re capable of 
flight in 30 to 40 min~tes after emergence. The adults a.re crepuscular, 
flying from 20 to 65 minutes during the period just prior to and just after 
dark in the evening. No de:wn activity of adults was encountered. Adults 
are capable of flying to heights of at least 4o feet, and for periods of 
100 seconds or more. Laboratory reared adults had an average life span 
of 10.5 days. 

Nantucket pine tip moth larvae were found to be positively phototropic, 
negatively heliotropic, negatively thigmotropic, negatively geotropic, and 
variably thermotropic. No positive chromotropism was ascertained. 

WORKSHOP 4 

By 
Irwin H. Gilbert 

Entomology Research Division 
Agricultural Research Service, u.s.D.A. 

Gai11esville, Florida 

The subJect suggests two fields of research with a common gosl--tools for 
the control or eradication of insec.t pests. 

The recent wave of interest in ine,:?c-t chemosterilants stems largely from the 
convergence of two lines of resear~h. Tne first of these was the demon
stration, first on the island of C·n·a9a~, and later in Florida, that the 
screw .. worm fly could be erad.tcated. 1:.y the release of males sterilized 
by exposure to gamma radiation. i~~se successful eradication operations 
established the practicability of Knipling's concept of the sterile-male 
technique--that is, that insects could be put to use for the destruction 
of their own species through the induction of sterility in a large pro
portion of the males which through their normal mating behavior, would 
reach female insects that would not be reached by the usual insecticide 
techniques. 

Shortly thereafter, the demoustration that both male and female house flies 
could be sterilized by radiomi!lletit! chemicals directed attention to the 
possible advantages of chemoat3rila..(ts over radiation in applying the 
sterile-male technique. 

Perhaps it wou1 .. d be well, at this point, to de':"ir.e -what _ we mean by the 
term "chemosteri.:l.f,nt': aince this is a relA.tivt:J.·, new word. A chemosterilant 
is a chemil~al c.. 3.:_:,2.":Jle of causing sexual st-ari.li·,;;y, that is, failure to 
reproduce, in 1.rn.;:cts or other org,ll"..1sms. 
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Insect chemosterilants ~ act in several ways. ·They~ cause the insects 
to fail to produce ova or sperm; antimetabolites., when they are also 
chemosteri.le.nts., act in this Wf3':9• Second., cOtJ:pounds that cause the death 
of' sperm end ova after they have al.ready been produced would also be 
chemosteril,,..nts, but we do not know of' any compounds of' this type that 
are presently being considered f'or use in insect control. A third type 
of' action, and the one in which we are most interested at the present time, 
is that sh0wn by the rad.iomimetic cOI!q)ounds. These c0tz.pounds apparently 
injure the chromatic., or genetic., material in the spe:rm and ova so severely 
that, although they remain el.ive and the sperm retain full motility., the 
zysctes., if formed, do not complete development into mature progeny. This 
type of action is desired because the males sterilized in this manner 
compete readily with no:rmal males for the available femeles end transfer 
motile sper.11 to the spermathecae of the f~:nal.es, with the result that the 
mating requirements of the femal.es are satisfied to the same extent as in 
a mating with a normal. male. 

Chemosterilants might be used in two basic w~s--as a substitute for 
radiation to sterilize ingecta that had baen ree.1.1ed for release in large 
numbers, or as e. i:ieans of indudng sterility in a large proportion of' the 
natural population, thus avoid:! :ng the neceasi ty for rearing and releasing 
large numbers of' insects. 

For the former purpose--rearing and release of overwhel.Jctng numbers of 
sterile insects--(1) chemicals ~ prove to be mo1·e economical than 
radiation., or ( 2) cause less generaJ. injury in treated males, and ( 3) they 
almost certainly will permit g:·eater mobility and d.isps1•sion of' the 
rearing and sterilization facilities. · 

However, there are many species of insects which could not readily be 
reared and released in overwheJ . .ming numbers, either (1)· because the 
species is not adaptable to lat~ora.to:-..-y ren.ting, ( 2) because the numbers 
reguired to overwhelm the normal J?i:r:Jt".latio:::i would be too enor-~ous, or 
(3) because the released insects wc:·:...-.. d the:nselves be dangerous., destructive, 
or annoying. To control or eradicste such species it would be highly 
advantageous to be able to induce ster111 ty chemicall.y in a large proportion 
of the natural population in such a w~ that the sterile males would mate 
with, and thus render infertile, the fl!males that escaped the sterilizing 
chemical. 

You may wonder why, 11' we are to tr'!at an insect population with a chemical., 
we expect it to be more adva..'lt388ous to sterilize the:n. than it would be 
to kill them wit.h en insecticide. 

Knipling, 1960 (12) and 1962 (13) ba:1 discussed in dets.:11 the mechanics 
by which the induction of ster-.tli ty :\.n !'. :i.1;J.1-ge proportion of' the natural 
population would resul.t in a constent reduction of the population greater 
than that which would 'be obtaiucd by insccticical action of' similar intensity. 
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Assume we have e. method of am;,lication that will reach 90 percent of 
the insect3 in th~ population. If we kill 90 males out of 100, end 90 
femal.es out of 100, the 10 females that e~ca~e the treatment will mate 
with the 10 males that escape, and there will be J.O fertile females to 
produce the next e;eneration. However, if we reach the same 90 percent of 
the insects with a chem0sterilant, 90 fem.ales out of 100 will be sterilized 
and not re::,::roduce, anc. in addition, the 10 f.emE:J..es tha·r, escaped treatment 
will be subjected to m.~ting COJ:JPetition by 90 st~rile :me.J.es as well as 
10 normal mal.es. From this ratio we would expect r..ine of the normal 
females to mate with ste:i:ile males, and therefore fail to reproduce, end 
only one normal female ·to mate with a. normal. maJ.e and thus be available 
to produce -the next generation. 

In many species of insects, the females mate only once, but even species 
with femal~l'l that mate repeatP.dly Jr.ight be suscel)tible to control with 
chemosterilants. We have fou..."'lc'1. house flies will mate more than once, 
but over 75 percent only mate one time. 

One would expect the chemosterilant technique to be effective in the 
control or eradi~ation of most species in which the me.lee and females 
that are produced over a si ze.'bJ..e area mix thoroughly before ma.ting takes 
place. Chemosterilants would :;.ose much of their advantage over toxicents 
in the control of species in which both sooces remain near the site of 
emergence until after mating has taken place. 

Chemosterilants may be effective when given (1) in the food of insects, 
(2) when applied topical.ly, (3) used as residues, (4) when added to the 
larval medium, and (5) when mRJ.es contact booby-trapped females. Although 
not every compound is effective by a.11 the various methods of administration, 
the range of insects th~t have been demonstrated to be susceptible to 
chemosterilization· is q-u:tt& br-:..,,ad,. 

Reports have been published on the sterilization of house flies (La.Brecgue, 
Smith, Morgan, and othe!"s), mosguit·x:s (We:5.dhaas et al., end Plapp), 
Screw-worm fly (Chamberlain), the Mexican :fruit fly (Shaw and Sanchez), 
and drosophila (Goldsmith et aJ •• ) • Unpublished data. by various investigators 
in the Jntomology Research Div1.sion have shown that sterility can be 
induced by chemicals in other flies, moths, beetles, cockroaches, mites., 
and nematodes. 

Two of the past uses of the compounds now being investigated as chemo
sterilants are of interest to us. Same of the car:pounds have been used 
in cancer chemotherapy to support or replace radiation. The experience 
gained in this way shows that very m"'.all. quantities may affect the blood
producing system.a when given by int:i.·.: .. venouG injection or orally. On the 
other hand, a few of thP. compounds have be1.1n ueed in sizable quantities 
in the fabric industry without disastrous effect emong the workmen. 
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More information must be available on the toxicity of the pranising 
compounds 1:Jef'o1•e the f' r,;,.lJ. range of possible methods of application for 
the contr<>'.i.. of ve.rious $1Jeciez can be dete::-mined. As :nentioned earlier, 
they can cc-t"tain1y be ,.•.sed in the control. of some species to sterilize 
rea:r-ci im:ects f'or reJ.~ase among nt-.tursl. populations. No doubt they will 
also proVE:' accertable :i:'r.)r use:: with YariouE-1 hai-'.:;s and e.1;tre.ctents, which 
would bri111 them into contact only with the species cc~cerned. The 
demonstratJ.on 01' a so.'lll-:::.....,hat greater degree of safety would permit their 
use in mo:·(? gene:::-aJ., but still highly seJ:active, methods of application. 
Their most effic:t~nt use will almost certr-:.inly require more detailed 
bioJ.ogice.'.i. inforn:s.tion regarding the species concerned than was required 
with insect:l.cid.es. 

As new con:,ounds are developed and brought into use we may anticipate a 
wider renf.a of safety and a correspondingly greater nmnber of practical 
uses. Greater chemical stability would aiso increase the possible methods 
of use, but the instability of some of the presently pranising compounds 
might in itself' be an advantage for methods of application in which durable 
residues might be hazaz·dous. 

INSr;CT A'l.'TaACTAN't'S 

Insect attractants have many possibilities for improving insect control 
directly, in connection with research, or in detection and surveys. 
Attractants might involve the use of such systems as light sources, 
equipment for producing sound and other radiation, baits for attracting 
insects and sex lures, both natural and synthetic. The discussion at the 
Planning and Training Conference of the Entomology Research Division for 
Research on Insect Attractants, 1962, was limited pr~.'i.ly to research on 
sex attractants. 

Knipling points out ways attractants might be used,. Attractants can be 
of great importance in connection w:lth res3arch and the control of insects. 
They might be use:f'ul. as research tc:,ols. We need ways of attracting certain 
insects in connection with studies on migration, ecology, population 
densities, and fc-r othe:.:- similar studies. Attractants can be useful in 
surveys for the purpose of forecasting insect conditions which in turn 
can serve as a guide for farmers to apply treatments when necessary, 
end not to make ~~plications when they are not needed. The Plant Pest 
Control Division has a great need for better ways of detecting the 
presence of low level insect po_rulations in co~nection with their control 
and eradication efforts. Better ways to detect insects might be possible 
through the use of sex or ott.~x- attractants. However, the ultimate 
objective in our research on e+,tract'1.Ilts would be to find ways of using 
them for more effective or more dcsi:..•able ways to control or eradicate 
insects. For example, methyl eugenc:i., a powerf'ul attractant for the 
orientsl. fruit fly, has been demonstrated to be useful for controlling 
this major fruit pest. 
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In view of the progress that has been made by our chemists in characterizing 
and synthesizing the natnral sex attractant in the gypsy moth, we have 
become more interested in research on sex attractants for other major 
insect pests. The use of sex attractants would seem to offer many 
poss1b111ti~s in helping to meet insect problems. If' we can demonstrate 
that chemicgl s€x attractant is possessed by certain insects, and if it 
can be extracte<1., identified, and synthesized, we might have a new tool 
for better survey and better control methods. If the attractant is strong 
enough, we might achieve insect control through male annihilation. However, 
with the progress that is being made in our research on chemice.ls that 
sterilize insects, we~ have a better chance of achieving insect popu
lation control through the attraction of males. Knipling commented on 
the possibilities of using living insects themselves to aid in detection 
and control. Apparently little consideration has been given to using 
virgin female insects as a practical means of luring and capturing males. 
However, in connection with pine saw fiy investigations, which are based 
on some early work on virgin feme.le ,iessian flies, a single virgin female 
insect might have the capacity to lure 100 or more males to a trap. 

The use of chemosterilants offers on~ possibiU ty. Actual destruction of 
males or females through the u~e of insecticides applied to the released 
insects might be considered. !n this connection, the ability of insects 
to develop resistance to insecticides might be turned to our advantage. 
For example, if we could develop a. highly resistant strain of' the boll weevil 
and by some special technique apply enough of a.n insecticide to both males 
a.nd feme.les to cause death of males and feme.les in a norme.l susceptible 
population during mating a.ttem.:_:>ts, the natural population might be reduced 
with a relatively few insects per e.cre. Simultaneously_~ sterile mel.es of' 
the resistant strain might be released to eliminate the population. 

A chemical insect attractant o't" lur.e is a material whose vapor, upon 
reaching the receptor organs of an insect, will cause an approaching 
response. An arrestant is e. :mater:t aJ. which, although not an attractant, 
causes insects to congregate in 1 t~ v:f.cini ty. An example of such a. 
material is sugar; being non-vola.Mle it cannot "attract" flies from a 
distance by chemical action, but it may give the appearance of an 
attractant since flies quickly congregatti on exposed sugar. This is the 
result of an action that causes the flies which come in contact w1 th the 
sugar by random exploratory movements to cease exploration and, in this 
instance, commence feeding. 

Other actions associated with the attraction of insects to food, mates, 
or oviposi tion r.i tes mey also ·oe elicited by che!nicals. A chemical, or 
other stimulus,~ induce locomotion in an insect, but not in itself 
be an attractant (e.g., in some stnd:es, c3.ged mosquitoes have been 
stimulated to seek hosts by the re:.ed.13e of carbon dicxide on one side of 
the cage, but once in I?:.otion their flight was oriP.ntod toward warm, moist 
air currents er:r~;er:i.ng t:1e othe:t" side of the ca~e) • Such chemicals are 
locomotor stin.tt,.t=,1i;e. Chemicals ~ be a.s~ien~~y.r~d a3 feeding, mating, or 
oviposi tion st:L.;·.iilrmts if the:y elicit fee<1ingJ ri.:1:cing, or oviposi tion 
attempts i'rot1 1:.:.l~e~ts th:it ha.ve finally arri vert .. 1 ·;ly w:t.atever process, at 
the site of' -cha c--iarriccl. Any one c:.1P.mical ma-;, fi.lncl;j on in a combination 
of these ways. A discuSi3ion of thE., Jesic;nat.i O::'\ o:.+' con::pounds in terms of 
the responses they elicit from insects hti.a ·;,eea given ·by Dethier, Brown 
and Smith (1960). 
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At Orlando-Gainesville Laboratory., no completely satisfactory standard 
has been found fc'X' use in house fly attractant tests. Edemin, a milk 
enzymatic digest, gave the most consistent resul.ts and was selected as a 
standard. Ec.amin is more attractive to females then to males. 

Many natural food material.a end products of fermentation, decay, and 
digestion of orge.nic materials serve as arrestants for house flies, but 
none more consistently so then sugar, malt, or mo1asses. Some of these 
show a low order of true attractiveness. In general, all are more effective 
as attractants and arrestants when mixed with water. 

Some workers have reported that a "fly-f'e.ctor" is left on food material 
by feeding flies which makes 1 t more attractive to other flies. At 
Orlando, preliminary inadequate and misleading experiments indicated that 
such a factor might be present, but more complete study revealed that no 
material more attractive than water was added to sucrose by feeding flies 
(Acree et al., 1959). In some of the other experiments the conversion 
of starch to sugar and the visual attraction of feeding flies may have 
added to the effectiveness of the bei ts or traps. 

Vision is well known to play P ... "'l impoTta."lt role in the behavior of house 
flies. Visual patterns such a.;; alternating stripes of different colors, 
concentric circles, and dotted surfaces have been shown to be attractive, 
and a simple grid is so attractive that it can be used as an alternate 
to cloth stripe baited With m.al.t solution in making fly counts in infected 
areas. Flies do not remain on the grids as long as they do on the malt 
strips, however, since no a.rrestant or feeding stimulant is present. 

A recent news release of u.s.n.A. ehows that the presence of' chemical in 
the female house flies attracts males. An abstract of the paper, Rogoff 
et al., of our Corvallis,Oregon laboratory 1s: 

"By the use of an olfe.ctometgr ~ as well as by the use of' simulated, 
treated f'ly models ( "pseudoflies11

), data were derived that demonstrate 
the presence, in femeJ.e house flies, of a volatile chmnical or chemicals, 
which can inflti.ance the behaYiO'X' of male house flies. The behavior 
modification can be in the nature of attraction to a source of the 
pheromone, or an excitation of mating behavior patterns. The material, 
which is benzene soluble and relatively stable., was shown to be sex 
related, and specific to the houae fly." 

Dr. Murvosh of our laboratory states: "Recently, Rogo:ff (1962) at Corvallis, 
Oregon, found some evidence in support of' a sex attractant in the female 
house fly. The results of au= expc:ri.ments at Orlando, during the latter 
part of 1962, also de!nonsti-e.te1 e··rJ.d,-mce of a similar nature, even though 
the tests were p1:r,for..oed by a difft~:r.Jnt proced'tlre in a large cage-type 
chemote.ctometer.=' Prelimin&-y tests, thus far, indir.ate that virgin males 
do not attract other vi:rgin males. Younr; virg-:.n fem:u.es (1 - 24 hours old) 
attracted few o:- :..1n m:;.;_es wher-:!as 7-d8"'-old v:t..,:·ri.n f3maJ.es, whether alive 
or freshly ·\r.iJ.L-:d., conf.iater.·i;ly at·:;r"'-cted a s:n~..: ;1 percei1tage of virgin 
males. Th.::i l'es·..J:f..i3, :1lt'hough consj.stent, are r,f' a low order and not as 
striking as tha·i; demcust .. •a.ted ·oy ce:r ';ein moths .. " 
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With mosquitoes, Gilbert end Gouck showed color affected the landing rates 
ot three species of mosg•.u.toes. Paper discs were treated with dyes of 
the primary end secondary colors in a range of shades. The darker shades 
of each color attracted the most aegypti, while the lighter shades attracted 
the most teeniOlilYnch½!. The darker she.des of the brighter colors and 
the lighter shades of the colors containing blue were most attractive to 
sollicitans. 

With discs reflecting about 4o foot candles ot light, there was a negative 
correlation between the lending rates and the amount of light reflected 
in the range of 475 to 525 mu. wave length with aegypti but not with the 
other species. (Gilbert end Gouck, 1957). 

Paired Tests and Round-Robin Series 

In cri t1ca1 tests comparing compounds which show some promise as attractants, 
it has been found, at least with some species, preferable to compare the 
material.a in pairs rather then to test three or more at the same time, if 
it is desired to rate aJ.l the compounds ~n order ot effectiveness, not 
simply to select the best one. If several compounds are tested at once 
the most effective compound usually stands out above the others, but 
compounds of intermediate att.ra.ctiveness often appear no more attractive 
than a blank or standard. However, if the compounds are tested in pairs 
it would ordinarily be necessary to test each one against a single standard, 
in order to have a valid basis for cross-comparison, and this would 
necessitate en undesirably large number of tests with the standard. In 
order to avoid undue testing of the standard a balanced, incomplete block 
design, or round-robin series of tests with 3 to 7 or 8 materials may be 
used. 

In the round-robin series each materiel. is paired with each other material. 
in the series, so that the standard is tested no more then any other 
compound. An adjusted average, which compensates for differences between 
testing conditions in each pair of tests, is computed by a statistical 
method suggested by J. u. McGuire. From the anel.ysis of variance significant 
differences between any two materials can be determined. 

1/ Chemotactometer designed by Harry K. Gouck of the Orlando, Florida, 
Laboratory, Entomology iesearch Division, Agricultural Research Service, 
u. s. Department of Agriculture • 
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INSECTICIDE ANALYSIS 

By 
A. D. Moore 

U.S. Forest Service 
Agricultural Research Center 

Beltsville, Maryland 

Systematic analysis of spray materia1s and plant residues can teke a 
considerable amount of guess\i·c.m out of our chemical control efforts. 
Recent experiences have clearly demonstrated the importance of such 
analyses end the advantages of knowing, (1) whether the insecticide 
used is reaJ.ly what it is supposed to be, (2) whether there has been 
breakdown or settling in storage or during application, (3) the efficiency 
and adequacy of the application equipment end procedures, and (4) if the 
active principal. is available to the target insect, in what quantities, 
and for how long. 

Quantitative insecticide analyses (or, more accurately, estimates) have 
been made in a number of ways--including bioassay; gravimetric, colorimetric, 
and other conventional. chemica:L methods; paper chromatography; end, in 
some cases, by using material. tagged with a radioisotope. Ea.ch have their 
advantages and disadvantages. A recently developed ana1ytical tool, that 
probably has more potential and less limitations for insecticide analyses 
then all others combined is gas chromatography. By using microcolorimetric 
or electron capture methods of detection, a degree of sensitivity can be 
attained that would have been unbelievable 3 or 4 years ago. Gas chroma
tography has al.so greatly reduced the necessity for rigid clean-up 
procedures. 

This is not meant to imply that the full potential. of gas chromatography 
has yet been realized, t~at it has in all cases replaced other methods of 
analysis, or that all (or even most) of the major problems associated with 
insecticide analyses have been solv~a. One of the main problems confronting 
the analyst is the lack of complet,f.'ly reliable methods of residue extraction 
that are equally efficient for e.11 substrates or for any one substrate at 
different times after treatment. In fact, recent experience indicates 
that some of the commonly employed methods may be even less effective than 
we thought. 

Provided with the proper equipment, facilities and personnel, however, 
we could ( and should) be answering each of the questions posed above 
whenever an insf)c-ticide is t€s"ted or used in control. The expense and 
effort required would be small. indeed compared to the risks end other 
investments involved. 

Undoubtedly, more end Jr.ore un.its associated with forest insect control 
will be making eome sort of insecticidal anru,_y9cs of their own. Also, 
arrangements ca:.1 be m,.,.c:'.e to have some routine a,"1,uys"?s (e.g., the 
insecticidal. c'J~ce,.1tration of spreys) ma.de at 1:.1<:~:1.e private, fltate and 
Federa1 lt·~orato;:.i.~s. T;.1ese, however, cannot mc,~t the overall national 
needs. P1-o·bably ,:,ne cf ·,~he most ai:-:r. .~afactory &!:-..1 efficient 9:"PJ)roaches 
would be the deve:o:pmcnt of a cent~:a.L fac.i :l::.ty ·ln,;;t could provide 
analytical. services end advice to both rt.seo...-ch and control units--perhaps 
on a reimbursement basis. 
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INSECTICIDE SCREF.:t'llNO--WHAT1 HOW1 WHERE? 

By 
E. W. Clark 

Forestry Sciences Laboratory 
Durham, North Carolina 

A. Only 1 percent of available insecticides are being used in tore~t 
pest control. ' i,, 

B. BHC and DDT dominate our recommendations; if they are banne,d 9-, 
restricted, we are sunk. President Kennedy's Advisory Commit~ee 
recommends an orderly reduction in persistent insecticidep. ~ 

c. Only three projects in U,S. Forest Service, Forest Insect Research., 
list screening of any type. 

II. How? 

A. Two phases--Laboratory and Field research 

B. Lab research on screening can screen: 

1. Different insecticides against a single insect species. 
2. A single insecticide applied against different species. 
3. A single insecticide applied against a single species with 

controlled environmental variations. 

c. Using LD50 as a criterion screen by means of: 

1. Topice1 application or injection which is most precise. 
2. Feeding or drinking meth:)ds 
3. Precision spr~ing--most data and most use:f'ul 

D. Requirements for space very from area for injection, rearing 
space and post-treatment holding room to elaborate screening 
laboratories with gree~'lhouses, etc. 

III. Where? 

A. Southeastern Experiment Station plans to have one in Athens in the 
future, but they can be set up anywhere. 

B. Com,plexity would govern the location to a great extent. 

IV. What? 

A, We need a comprehensive list of problems on forest pest control. 

B. Of important pro'.)lems listed: 
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1. LD50 of insecticides end relative comparison With Dm' 
2. New insecticides and formulations 
3. Uniform pest control guide 
4. Determine new short and long life residuel. insecticides 
5. Systemics 
6. Integrated control 
7. Screen all a.djuvants such as synergists., etc. 
8. Microbial insecticides and combinations of chemical end 

microbial inse~ticides. 
9. Attractants and. repellents 

10. Growth and development regulators., e.g., chemoster:L1ents 

c. In short, most needed is to meet the chel.l.enge of President 
Kennedy's committee recommendations to shift research emphasis to: 

l~ Selective toxic chemicals 
2. Non-persistent chemicals 
3. Selective methods of application 
4. Non-chemical control methods 
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Beel., R. H.--u.s.F.s., Southern Foresc Expt. Sta., Gulfport, tliss. 
Bennett, Willian H ••• u.s.F.s • ., Southern Forest Expt. Sta., Alexandria, La. 
Berisford, C. W~e--Virginia Polytechnic Institute., Blacksburg., Va. 
Buchanan, w. D.--u.s.F.s., R-8, Forest Insect & Disease Control, Atlanta, Ga. 
Burns, Denver P.--u.s.F.s., Central States Forest Expt. Sta., Delaware, Ohio 
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Ciesla, w. M.--u.s.F.s., R-8, Forest Insect & Disease Control, Asheville, N.c. 
Clark, Edgar w ... u.s.F.s., Southeastern Forest Expt. Sta., Durham, N. c. 
Coyne, John F.--u.s.F.s., Southern Fo~est Expt. Sta., Gulfport, Miss. 
Cralley, E. M.--University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Ark. 

Dixon, John c.--u.s.F.s., Southeastern Forest E.~t. Sta., Athens, Ga. 
Dr.eke, Loyd E.--u.s.F.s., R-8, Forest Insect & Disease Control, Macon, Ga. 
Drooz, Arnold T.--U.S.F.s., Southeastern Forest Expt. Sta., Asheville, N.c. 
Dunn, H. A.--U.S.D.A., Coop. State Expt. Sta. Ser-1., Washington, D.C. 
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Schaefer, Charles a .... u.s.p.s., Forest Insect Lab.,Agr. Rea. ctr.,!el.tav.Ul~~Mu 
Schroec!er, W1ll1am J .--Virginia Div. ot Forestry, Charlottemlle, Va. 
Smith, Virgil K.--u.s.r.s., Southern Forest Expt. Sta., Oultport, Mi••· 
Solaaml, Jcaa n ..... u.s.,.s., Southern Forest Bxpt. Sta., StcnevUJ.e, Mi••· 
Speers, Charles F.--u.s.F.s., Southeutem Forest Ix.Pt• Sta., Aaheville, 1.c. 
Surany, Paul--U.d-F.s., S01%theaatern Foreat Bxpt. Sta., Durham, B. c. 

'l'alerico, Robert L .... u.s.F.s., R-7, Forest Peat Control, Barriaonburs, va. 
'l'sao, Ching R.--University of Georgia, Atbana, a.. 
Vite', J. Peter--Boyce 1!iampaon Institute, Grus Valley, Cal.it.· 

Warren, Lloyd o.--Univeraity ot Arkanau, F~tteville, Ark. 
Weber, F. P.--u.s.p.s.,Foreet Insect Lab., Agr. Rea. ctr., Beltsville, Md. 
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SPJOC!IAL 1'HANKS to Fred Whitfield, Maurice Farrier, Hans Langlitz, and 
Dameon Kulasb f'or their faithful and efficient work in handling the 
local arrangements! 
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MDR.JTES C/F BUSI?iESS SESSIONS 

Southern Forest Insect Work Conference 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

August 27-28, 1963 

The Eighth Annual Southern Forest Insect Work Conference was eel.led to 
order by Chairman Lloyd O. Warren, University of Arkansas. Brief', general 
business sessions were held from 9:30 to 10:00 a.m., end 4:30 to 5:00 p.m. 
on August 27. Chairman Ws.rren appointed a committee c~osed of L. W. Orr, 
R. C. Fox, end R. C. Morris, to prepare a list of nominations for the office 
of 3-year Co-unselor to replace outgoing Counselor John F. Coyne. 

Chairman Warren read a letter from A. E. Landgraf, former Secretary-Treasurer 
of' the Western Forest Insect Conference from Denver, Colorado. Mr. Landgraf 
extended en invitation to our Conference to join w1 th the Western Forest 
Insect Work Conference a.~d the Internatio~~1 Forest Insect Conference at 
Denver, Colorado in 1965, It was d,.ecided to give this invitation more 
serious consideration at the A11e,"Ust 1964 s.F.1.w.c. 
Mr. Robert Talerico made a plea for the formation of a committee to develop 
and standardize survey methods for the fall cankerworm. Charles Speers 
suggested that such a committee might consider all the economically important 
hardwood defoliators. Chairman Warren then appointed a HardwOod Defoliator 
Committee c~osed of Caleb Morris, Chairman; Robert Morris, Charles Speers, 
and Robert Talerico. Robert Heller offered the services of the Beltsville 
Forest Insect Laboratory, particularly in connection with aerial survey 
methods. 

Chairman Warren eppointed a resolutions committee consisting of Richard 
Mason, Roger Anderson, and Berni:..rd Ebel. 

The final business session was held at noon on August 28, immediately 
following the presentation of the wo~kshop s'Ull'JID8ries. Tie resolutions 
were presented by the reaoJ.utions committee. Robert Thatcher was elected 
to the office of 3-year Counselor. 

Ed Merkel reported that the balance on hand in the treasury as of 
August 27, 1963, was $157.17. Seventy-two men registered for the Eighth 
Southern Forest Insect Work Conference. 

The meeting was adjourned after a short discussion ot proposed meeting 
places and dates f'or the 1964 s.F-I.-~ ~·c. 
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